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Insights about SFLOs from 
survey data 
Brian Danley, the SB5330 survey guy

SFLOs are diverse, what does that mean?
Some of your questions about regulations.

Yes, acreage & FPA experience matters



• SFLOs are not profit maximizing
– Not (normally) thinking about optimal rotations.

• Predicting SFLO behavior is very hard. Lots of “noise.”
• Typically, statistical models look for trends and try to 

identify “average” effects. 
– Ex: maybe the most reliable relationship there is…

Diverse SFLOs
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Getting specific with survey data: Like 
trying to do surgery with a Bowie knife

WA regulations are very complicated. Most respondents 
don’t like complicated questions.

– Need to keep it simple, straightforward.
– GP: all SFLOs. 25% went to <= 20 acre ownerships 

and 75% went to >20 acre ownerships (737, some 
buffers).

– FF: FREP list, FFFPP list, Alternate Plan on file,
control- even age or continuous, thinning or harvest 
past 10 years, at least some F &/or S buffers, no others 
(445+).



GP survey (actual forested acres listed above). FF survey 
respondents have MORE acres.

BUT, sampling methods generally do not reflect ownership 
by acreage.

Acres under ownership SFLOs across the 
US has lots of tiny ownerships & fewer big



My framing of the main survey 
results regarding regs & impacts



1) Buffer acres and western WA

• From Luke’s team: estimated core + inner buffer acres for each
respondent’s parcels from the 2009 survey & the 2020 survey.

NOT specific to harvesters



*Forest Practices applications & 
riparian regulation impacts (FF survey)

Yes, owners with more acres 
(riparian and non) more 
often "negative"



> About ½ state ANY concern about riparian 
regulations. Most common concern is about forestry 
as an economically viable land use in the future 
(p132).
– Avg forested acres of concerned respondents: 224, 

unconcerned: 143
> Yet, 2/3 of FF survey respondents indicate at least 

one additional measure that could be taken by the 
State of Washington to address the impacts of 
riparian forest regulations on their ownership.

FF (Riparian ownerships) survey 
suggestions



> Next: “more regulatory 
flexibility”

> Next: topics related to 
State-provided 
assistance: 
– stewardship foresters
– technical assistance 

to apply for 
FREP/FFFPP

– technical assistance 
to apply for Alternate 
Harvest Plans

FF (Riparian ownerships) survey 
suggestions. Payments are popular.



> Only 53 (out of 445) respondents could tell us about 
their experience of Alt plans.
– Short story: SFLOs views probably need to be 

complemented by professional's views.
> Only about 1/5 said the overall experience negative.
> 20 said it was reasonable
> 22 had some criticism
> Few "full plan only"

Expecting a dumpster fire (does that translate?)

The unexpected survey results about 
Alternate Plans



> Essentially, FF survey respondents who have taken 
the time and effort to educate themselves about the 
details of Alternate Plans and say they have 
attempted at least one on their property 
are among those who feel most negatively impacted 
by the State’s riparian regulations. EVEN IF the Alt 
plan itself wasn't a major pain.

> Can also see it in opinions about the regulations.
– Asked a series of agree/disagree questions
– 1 measure: how relevant is your forest to fish
– 2nd measure: how unfair are the regs, how much thought 

have you given to it, and it isn't a problem to harvest there

How do the Alternate Plan results make any 
sense?



Large= any alternate plan, White = both, Grey = Alt Plan only, 
Black= FREP only

Everyone else

A visual of respondents doing Alternate 
Plans, FREP, or both (not in report)

Alt Plan respondents feel the regulations 
are unfair, unnecessary, and have given 
more thought to it relative to others.



> Based on stakeholder consultations, we were unable 
to construct any AHP revisions which could be 
presented in surveys (too complex and context-
specific)

> 12 out of 53 of AHP applicants in the sample 
indicated they would prefer AHP rather than FREP

> Others considered AHP and applied for FREP
> 16 said they like they can apply for both

Summary of survey criticism: difficult (in general), 
little-known, and not much benefit to the owner.

Would meaningful alternate harvest restrictions reduce the 
financial burden on the forest riparian easement program? (10.4.3 
in the report)



> In other words, Alternate Plan applications and FREP applications tend 
to co-occur instead of parcels having EITHER an Alternate Plan 
application or FREP application.

> Based on existing data, most SFLOs do not perceive an “either/ or” 
choice between FREP and Alternate Plans.

> Evidence does not suggest there will be a substantial decrease in FREP 
applications if AHP is made easier, although some ownerships will likely 
decide not to apply for FREP.

> Reducing buffer size may alter FREP compensation obligations and can 
thus reduce FREP costs

Would meaningful alternate harvest restrictions reduce the 
financial burden on the forest riparian easement program? (10.4.3 
in the report)



> There are many more respondents have bought their 
property than there are respondents who want to 
pass the property on to their kids or grandkids.
– National trend. Want to stay in family but doesn't? Don't 

know.
> The interaction of regulatory burden and the next 

generation of ownership?
– Despite diversity of owners, all kinds of owners have to 

navigate the regulations, not just large harvesters (p108).

Perhaps forest legacy is the struggle that 
unites most SFLOs the most?



> Secure Funding for SFLO Office and landowner 
assistance
– Consensus among stakeholders to increase education, 

outreach, regulatory and technical assistance
> Promote Designated Forest Land Program

– ½ of DFL acreage found as additional forest protection
– Allow for non-harvest management objectives

> Robust funding for Family Forest Fish Passage 
Program (FFFPP)

> Support information infrastructure for better policy
– Parcel database
– Periodic landowner surveys

Policy Recommendations: A level



> Conditional on continuation of existing regulatory 
approach, fund the Forest Riparian Easement Program
– FREP alleviated regulatory impacts (most commonly requested 

impact mitigation tool)
– Found that FREP may be causally connected to land retention

> Competitive Conservation Easements
– Direct way to preserve SFLO lands important for public benefit
– Landowners are receptive
– Challenging but possible policy design and bid evaluation
– Some may be willing to donate rights for zero compensation
– Could build upon RCO’s WWRP-Forestland program

Policy Recommendations: B level



> Westside owners with riparian areas have higher 
regulatory concerns (NOT specific to riparian issues)

> A minority of owners representing a majority of forest 
land base feel negatively impacted by current 
regulations

> Across the board, regulatory complexity is identified 
as a concern

> Broad direction:
– Consider simplification to the extent possible (3rd most 

frequently requested behind program funding)
– Consider SFLO-specific rules
– Consider additional Alternate Plan templates

Policy Recommendations: C level



> Support peer-to-peer SFLO networks for learning and 
land sales within SFLO category (incl. WFFA)

> A menu of carbon policy options remains but depends 
on whether the State prioritizes (more info with the 
newly signed WA Climate Commitment Act (CCA))
– More comprehensive ecosystem services approach
– Maximizing carbon policy participation among SFLOs

> Carbon payments/rental possible
> Offset market participation is challenging for most SFLOs

– CCA calls for a SFLO working group
– Innovative approaches may allow (e.g. SilviaTerra)

> Supporting and perhaps simplifying TDR programs

Policy Recommendations: C level



- Generally, SFLOs don’t tend to see a conflict or
trade-off between financial objectives and other 
objectives, including environmental quality. 

-Hard to know the policy implications. (Reciprocity for 
actions taken & trust?)
- The “protection of water resources” ranks highly as an 

ownership objective for many SFLOs.
- SFLOs are indeed aware of and concerned about
residential and commercial development near them.

OTHER IMPORTANT NEWS



-Alt plan 
applicants tend to 
own MORE buffer 
acres, but not in all 
cases.
-FREP only 
respondents are 
more concentrated 
between ≈ 10-
30 buffer acres.

Estimated buffer acres and participation in 
FREP, Alternate Plans, and BOTH. (not in report)



> The average SFLO is between 62 and 65 years old, and 
average income is between $105k-$125k per year.
– Mix of higher-income earners and retired individuals.

> About 14%, between 25,500 and 50,400, anticipate 
selling SOME forest land in the next 5 years.

> About 1 in 5 submit a Forest Practices Application 
over 20 years (between 42,000 and 69,000).

> *Positive relationship between larger acreage and 
stronger interest in income and investment.
– Important explanation of several key results

Other Forest Practices Board slices: Who 
are Washington's SFLOs?



> Owner objectives
are not at odds with
public objectives!
> Top concerns are
property taxes,
wildfire, and nearby development.

– Forest Practices Regulations rank lowest (link to objectives)

> Many owners first encounter Forest Practices 
Regulations when they have a family/financial 
reason to cut and need to navigate the rules.
– NOT normally thinking about optimal rotation.

Objectives 
and concerns



> The SFLO Office does NOT have adequate resources 
to implement its legislative mandates.
– BUT, it gets good reviews from SFLOs themselves. Similar to 

extension foresters and conservation districts.
– Many positive remarks about Forest Stewardship program.

> The Family Forest Fish Passage Program (FFFPP)
– Consensus among stakeholders: program is beneficial.
– Most common comment from participants is that the 

program is a good use of public funds on their land.
– Somewhat infrequently, SFLOs say the project could have 

been done for less than what it cost.

Evaluation: Small Forest Landowner Office 
& FFFPP 



> Being paid for all Forest Riparian Easements is 
associated with a less negative assessment of the 
overall financial impacts of the regulations.
– Wide ranging opinions: payment too low (pay for every tree 

I can't cut!), a compromise we had to make, FREP is great!
– Waiting time tied to lack of funding a common complaint, 

BUT most common reason for not applying: lack of 
awareness. Some will never consider an easement.

> There is need for a Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) system to keep in contact with 
applicants. (Useful or FREP & other programs)
– https://www.pcmag.com/picks/the-best-crm-software

Evaluation: FREP

https://www.pcmag.com/picks/the-best-crm-software


> SFLOs who say they have applied for Alternate 
Plans are consistently negative in their assessment of 
the overall financial impacts of the regulations.
– BUT, only 1/5 had a negative overall experience with Alternate 

Plans. Almost 40% wrote-in with some kind of criticism.
– Suggests those who are already highly negatively impacted 

seek out Alternate Plans as an option.
> Summary of criticism: Alternate Plans are difficult and 

at the end of the process, SFLOs don't get to harvest 
much more than what existing regulations allow.

– Those who are interested in Alternate Plans tend to own 
larger acreages, but are a relatively small number of SFLOs.

Evaluation: Alternate Plans



Other things of interest: harvesting patterns

https://exploratory.io/viz/bPN9JiD5om/Harvest-FPAs-1-RDf6dAI3wV maps 
individual parcels

https://exploratory.io/viz/bPN9JiD5om/Harvest-FPAs-1-RDf6dAI3wV


> Overall, harvesting activity tends to avoid S&F 
streams

Harvesting (applications) and streams



> Of those that had a harvest FPA (56,425), 16,070 
(28%) had S&F streams on them

Harvesting (applications) and streams



> Overall harvesting occurs on parcels with fewer 
stream miles

Harvesting (applications) and streams



> However, on 
average, those that 
do have harvesting 
FPAs have more 
stream feet

Harvesting 
(applications) 
and streams

https://exploratory.io/viz/bPN9JiD5om/Harvest-FPAs-streamft-wuq4KDO4Ns

https://exploratory.io/viz/bPN9JiD5om/Harvest-FPAs-streamft-wuq4KDO4Ns


Westside non-FPA parcels, mean stream ft



Westside FPA parcels, mean stream ft



> Report, maps and statistics can be found at:

https://nrsig.sefs.uw.edu/projects/small-forest-
landowner-regulatory-impacts

More Information

https://nrsig.sefs.uw.edu/projects/small-forest-landowner-regulatory-impacts
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